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New Self-Care Podcast Launches To Support Listeners With Mental
Health And Work-Life Balance
" October 29, 2019 # lyndahamiltonparker
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Presented by NLP Wellbeing Coach Puja K McClymont, the Self Care 101 Podcast is a
conversational show about work-life balance, mental health and mindset – talking all things
wellbeing, how to get unstuck, build more confidence and feel more fulfilled.
The show is said to be relaxed, fun and informative, cutting through the noise of the wellness
industry and telling the truth about wellbeing.
The podcast is a mixture of coaching support for common challenges and inspiring interviews

with real people.
Every Wednesday, Puja shares coaching questions, tips and techniques to
help realistically achieve health, relationship and career goals.
While Puja (who is pictured above) fully supports the campaign increasing awareness of the
importance of mental health conversations, she found there was still a lack of immediate
support that may be of use to those that are not in crisis.
Each episode – based on popular topics sent in by listeners – provides key coaching questions
which helps to shift perspectives in order for the listener to think differently about their
challenges.
Top 3 most popular shows:
1. What to do when you’re feeling stuck
2. How to build self confidence
3. Interview: When travel is the best therapy for your mental health
Upcoming shows include:
1. The truth about wellbeing trends – how to be effective with your self care/wellbeing goals
2. Doing what you love, filling up your cup – Moving from doing to being more
3. Be careful with your labels – how labelling yourself, harms the progress of your goal
4. Interview: How to keep living after the death of a loved one
5. Coping when it’s one thing after another – how to manage your mindset when things just
seem so bad
6. Interview: How men approach their ‘biological clock’ when it comes to dating
“I’ve wanted to host a podcast for some time,” says Puja. “But I wasn’t sure if it would actually
help when not in a two-way conversation.
“I have kept the episodes unscripted so that it feels like I’m talking to the listener directly.
“The feedback received has let me know that the less editing, less polishing and being authentic
with the audience is what is helping them to trust in what the show offers.
“I wanted a podcast so that people could get real-time help with challenges they are facing as
sometimes, it can be the subtlest mindset shift that’s required to get themselves out of a taxing
situation.”

Listen to Puja’s podcast here
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Revealed: The hottest fitness trends for 2019
" November 29, 2018
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As we enter another festive season of decadence and over-indulgence, some are already
planning on how they can shift the extra pounds in the New Year, Nextatlas, a technology
company that utilises artificial intelligence (AI) to spot trends before they become mainstream,
has revealed the top five emerging trends in health and fitness. ‘Wellness’ and ‘recovery’ […]
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Highland Children’s Unit receives Highland Quality Approach award for
dedicated team
" October 6, 2019
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Staff at the Highland Children’s Unit at Raigmore Hospital in Inverness have been honoured with

a Highland Quality Approach award for their skills and knowledge. The unit, which is the only
paediatric centre for the Highlands of Scotland, has been described as a ‘mini hospital within a
hospital’ which continually adapts and changes to the […]
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Why 2019 could be the year of witchcraft…
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Witchcraft isn’t just for Halloween, it’s a growing trend that’s here to stay, says Centre of
Excellence founder Sara Lou-Ann Jones Although the Centre of Excellence offers more than 1,000
online courses on all sorts of topics – from candle making and yoga, to life coaching and beauty
therapy – it’s the psychic and supernatural […]
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